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The study titled “The importance of Aitken mode aerosol particles for cloud sustenance
in the summertime high Arctic: A simulation study supported by observational data” by
Bulatovic et al. illustrates the impact of Aitken mode particles on summertime Arctic
mixed-phase stratocumulus using a series of simulations by two different LES (RAMS
and MIMICA). The authors show that Aitken mode particles significantly impact cloud
microphysical particles and can contribute to cloud maintenance when accumulation
mode particle concentrations are low. The reported results agree with observations
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from previous summertime campaigns in the Arctic and thus represent a realistic sce-
nario for the high Arctic environment.Âă

The manuscript is generally well written and contains an interesting combination of
modeling and observational data. The study adds to our current understanding of
aerosol-cloud interactions in Arctic mixed-phase clouds and highlights the importance
of small-scale particles for mixed-phase cloud maintenance in the Arctic, which is rel-
atively novel in this regard. Thus, the study has some implications regarding future
model studies addressing the cloud response to aerosols in the summertime high Arc-
tic. However, I have a few points that should be addressed before the manuscript is
accepted for publication in ACP.Âă

We thank the reviewer for his/her careful reading of the manuscript and many construc-
tive comments.

General commentsÂă

Âă1. I am missing a section putting the findings of the study into perspective regarding
previous work. A lot of studies have been published on aerosol-cloud interactions
in the Arctic and the importance of CCN on cloud maintenance has been pointed out
previously, especially for the ASCOS campaign (e.g., Loewe et al., 2017, Stevens et al.,
2018), which is also simulated here. However, in previous work it was not distinguished
between accumulation and Aitken mode aerosols, which is novel to the study presented
here and should be pointed out more clearly.Âă Thus, it should also be emphasized
more, when and where Aitken mode particles matter – here, a summertime mixed-
phase cloud over pack ice is considered. Is the inclusion of Aitken mode particles only
important in those clouds or also for clouds over the open ocean? What about other
seasons? From the results presented here it seems like the results are exclusive to
summer and pack ice, as in other seasons either accumulation mode aerosols are too
numerous (e.g. spring), cloud ice is too high (e.g. winter), and over the ocean Aitken
mode aerosols are less abundant; but if this is indeed the case it should be clearly
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highlighted and discussed.Âă

We have now expanded the text on previous studies that have investigated the CCN
influence on high Arctic clouds and the seasonal cycle of aerosol particles in this region
in Section 1 and 5. We have also contrast areas over the pack ice and open ocean. In
this way we pointed out why Aitken mode particles can be particularly important for the
summertime low-level SMP clouds over the Arctic pack ice area. Section 5 includes
new Subsection: 5.2. General importance of Aitken mode particles for low-level mixed-
phase cloud properties.

2. Related to point 1: I would like to see the implications of including Aitken mode
aerosol-cloud interactions on the local Arctic environment. As in summer, low-level
clouds have an overall cooling effect on the surface which is important in terms of the
ongoing Arctic warming, it would be interesting to see the implications on the energy
balance at the surface, especially since Arctic Amplification and cloud-radiation inter-
actions seem to be a motivation of this study as mentioned in the Introduction. Also,
it would be interesting to see how surface precipitation changes, which could provide
information on cloud maintenance beyond the simulated 12 h.Âă

We thank the reviewer for this important input and have now added a figure that shows
the differences in downward LW radiation at the surface between the cases with the
same number of accumulation mode particles but with different Aitken mode concen-
trations (Figure 10). Differences in SW radiation were found to be small and are only
discussed in the text. We have also added the surface precipitation figure in the Ap-
pendix.

3. To me it is not clear why the model setup differs between the two models (which is
especially important as there are quite some differences in the simulated cloud proper-
ties between the models). I assume there are reasons, but why is the vertical resolution
different between both models? Throughout the manuscript, the authors point out the
importance of entrainment and cloud top cooling for the cloud evolution in both mod-
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els, however, the vertical resolution is essential in simulating these smaller-scale cloud
top processes. Also, the inclusion of hail in RAMS can alter microphysical rates and
cloud liquid and ice content, which is not discussed appropriately. Did the authors also
perform simulations without including the hail category in RAMS?Âă

Our aim was to use the default setup for both models, as this is what typically would
be used for an arbitrary study. For example, modelling studies that use only one model
to compare with observations would most likely use the default model setup. The
default setup in RAMS is a fixed vertical grid spacing while in MIMICA the default is
a variable grid spacing. Nevertheless, we agree with the reviewer that the difference
in vertical grid spacing could be an important reason for the simulated differences in
cloud properties. Therefore, we ran an additional MIMICA simulation for the baseline
case with a fixed vertical grid spacing of 10 m like in RAMS. The test did not show
any significant difference in the simulated cloud microphysical properties compared
to the MIMICA baseline case with a variable grid spacing. Thus, the difference in
resolution at cloud top does not impact our conclusion. The inclusion of hail is also
a standard setting in RAMS. We agree that hail generally can change microphysical
rates, however, in all RAMS simulations 97.9-99.7% of the ice is present as ice crystals
so the riming treatment plays a very small role in these simulations. We have also
checked the hail contribution to the total surface precipitation rates and it is 2 order of
magnitude less than the contribution from rain. The differences in model setup in terms
of vertical resolution and hail are now discussed in the manuscript (Subsect. 2.3).

4. The authors highlight the importance of Aitken mode particles for cloud sustenance
in the title of this work and in the conclusions (line 576), however, in section 3.3.1 it is
merely mentioned that Aitken mode particles have a significant impact on cloud droplet
mixing ratio for up to 20 cm-3 of accumulation mode particles (RAMS) and 10 (MIM-
ICA), but no statements about cloud sustenance are made. As this is an essential part
of the paper, it should be pointed out in the results and be discussed more thoroughly
(as mentioned above, also in terms of radiative impact, future implications, seasonal
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importance etc.).Âă

We agree with this point. We have now added a statement about the cloud sustenance
in Sect. 3.3.1. In the same section, we have also added a figure that shows the
influence of Aitken mode particles on the downward LW radiation at the surface (Fig.
10). The seasonal importance and future implications are discussed in the Sect. 5.2
and 6.

5. The study has some caveats, which are not addressed at all but would be worth
mentioning in a potential discussion section (maybe expand section 5 to a general
discussion). Apart from some differing model settings as mentioned in point 3, the
CCN are not prognostic, which certainly affects the cloud response to CCN. Similarly,
the ice crystal number concentration is set constant, which also has implications for
cloud properties in contrast to prognostic INPs such as used for example in Possner
et al. (2017), Eirund et al. (2019) and Solomon et al. (2015, 2018). Lastly, secondary
ice processes are omitted, however, I would imagine that they could play a role in
summertime Arctic clouds as recently shown by Sotiropoulou et al. (2020).Âă

Please see our reply on point 3 regarding the different model configurations. The
number of CCN is actually prognostic in the study as it is calculated from the prescribed
aerosol size distributions. However, there is no sink or source of aerosols. We agree
with the reviewer that if there would be the sink, then the effect of Aitken mode particles
would be most likely even larger since accumulation mode particles are larger in size
and thus they would be removed more easily. This is now mentioned in the new version
of the manuscript (Subsect. 5.2). We also agree with the reviewer that the prognostic
INPs could give a higher sensitivity compared to prescribed ice crystal concentrations.
This is now discussed in the Discussion subsection 5.2. The aggregation of ice crystals
is actually included in both models. The previous statement that aggregation is omitted
in MIMICA was a mistake and has been corrected.

Specific commentsÂă
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Abstract:Âă Line 18: I find the expression “large-eddy simulation model” confusing as
“simulation” already implies the term model. Maybe consider changing LES model
(throughout the manuscript) with simply “LES”, “models in LES mode” or similar.Âă

We respectfully disagree with the reviewer on this point and argue that “LES model”
can be used. MIMICA and RAMS are models that utilize large-eddy simulation (as a
technique). We have thus kept the term “LES model” in the manuscript.

Line 27: Related to my comment 1, it would be good to be more specific here in terms
of when and where Aitken mode aerosols matter. You could add something like “for
summertime MPCs over pack ice” (implying that this is when Aitken mode aerosols
matter the most). If you additionally investigate the radiative response, it would be
interesting to mention this here as well.Âă

The first sentence in the abstract was: “The potential importance of Aitken mode parti-
cles (diameters ∼25–80 nm) for stratiform mixed-phase clouds in the summertime high
Arctic has been investigated using two large-eddy simulation models”. We have now
added: “. . .summertime high Arctic (> 80 N) . . .” to be more specific what term “high”
means. We have also added that the Aitken mode particles have a significant impact
on radiative properties of the cloud (which is shown in the Results section).

Introduction:Âă Line 35: The local lapse rate feedback has also been found to be
important for Arctic Amplification, potentially even to be most important (e.g. Stuecker
et al., 2018). Please add this here.Âă

We agree with the reviewer. The local lapse-rate feedback has been added in paren-
thesis as one local feedback. The reference is also added.

Line 40: The Arctic can also be in a persistent cloud-free state, thus consider changing
“permanent” with “long-lived”.Âă

Indeed, this was a mistake. “permanent” has been changed with “persistent”.

Line 43: “A layer of liquid is typically present at the top of SMP clouds” Please add a
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reference.Âă

References have been added.

Line 53: The importance of free tropospheric humidity has also been shown by
Solomon et al. (2011,2014) and Loewe et al. (2017).Âă

In the previous version of the manuscript, this paragraph was focused on low-level SMP
clouds in the high Arctic (> 80 N), which was why we only included references investi-
gating this specific region. However, since the explanation is true in general for SMP
clouds in the Arctic, we have modified the paragraph so that it is not only focused on
latitudes > 80 and the suggested references have been added. In the paragraph after
this one, we focus on the high Arctic region and stick to the corresponding references.

Line 59: Consider linking these two paragraphs to point out that cloud microphysical
properties and thus their radiative effect is for example impacted by aerosols. . .. (then
go into introducing aerosols).

This has been changed now.

Line 62: There are actually a number of studies that have shown sensitivity of Arctic
sea ice clouds to aerosols (e.g., Solomon et al., 2018, Stevens et al., 2018, Eirund et
al., 2019).Âă

The introduction has now been changed and this sentence has been modified.

Line 65: Also here there are more studies (e.g. the studies mentioned above) that have
shown a strong impact of CCN changes to the radiative balance at the surface.Âă

As we have changed the introduction this sentence is now removed.

Line 88: “indirectly inferred” - this is very vague, what exactly did they show?Âă

We have changed this. It is now: However, these analyses were not performed for the
high Arctic and they did not explicitly investigate the relation between Aitken particles
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and cloud properties or cloud sustenance. Instead, they focused on the correlation
between aerosol particles and cloud droplets.”

Line 89: From this section it is not clear to me what is different south of the ice edge
as compared to over pack ice and between the Arctic and the high Arctic. Please be
more specific in what previous studies have shown for which conditions and why more
research is necessary.Âă

We have now written about these differences and added corresponding reference.

Line 102: This is confusing to me. According to Koehler theory, large particles should
always dominate the CCN availability as they activate more easily. Maybe change
"even at low total aerosol concentrations" to "low accumulation mode aerosol concen-
trations"?Âă

We agree with the reviewer that the sentence was unclear. We have changed it to: “We
initialize the models with a range of aerosol size distributions and explore if Aitken mode
particles can help sustain the cloud or if only accumulation mode aerosols control cloud
properties (i.e. cloud droplet, rain and ice mixing ratios), even at low accumulation
mode concentrations.”

Methods:Âă

Line 121: Are both of these models commonly used for simulating Arctic mixed-phase
clouds? I have read several studies including MIMICA, but to me the RAMS model
is rather uncommon for simulating Arctic clouds, so it would be good to add some
references here that have used these models previously for similar studies.Âă

We have added references for both models. However, even if one of the models had
not been specifically designed/used for Arctic mixed-phase clouds we still believe that
it would be of interest to show that it generates the same qualitative results as a model
that has been used to simulate these clouds.

Line 168: Here is one example (in addition to the introduction), where you point out the
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importance aerosol-cloud interactions for the surface energy budget, which is however
never addressed. If you mention it as it is done here, it needs to be analyzed, otherwise
please remove.Âă

This is a good point. In the new version, we have addressed the importance of Aitken
mode particles on radiative fluxes.

Line 170: According to the beginning of this section I assume the radiosonde was
launched over sea ice, such that the surface conditions in the model are set to sea ice?
If this is the case, please explicitly mention.Âă

Yes, the surface conditions were set to sea ice. We have now stated that explicitly,
both here and in the Simulation setup section. This sentence is now: “During the ice
drift, radiosondes were launched from the ice surface every 6 h and provided profiles
of thermodynamic properties (e.g., pressure, temperature, relative humidity) and wind
speeds (cf. Figure 1).”

Line 173: “The cloud base and cloud top were nearly constant during the cloud lifetime
(500 and 1000 m, respectively).” This implies to me that the cloud has been observed
over a longer time period, however, in Figure 1 it looks like the observations show only
one point in time. Please clarify and/or change the layout of Figure 1 (see my comment
regarding Figure 1).

Yes, the cloud was observed over a longer time period as stated in the section 2.2.: “To
investigate a case with a quasi-steady-state cloud regime, the simulations are based
on a period that was characterized by a persistent, low-level SMP cloud observed from
18 UTC 30 August to 12 UTC 31 August 2008.”. The observations in Figure 1 (now
Figure 2) do not show only one point in time, which was also mentioned in the figure
caption: “The retrieved values of LWP and IWP for the observed period are shown
as 25th, 50th (median) and 75th percentiles.”. However, to be more clear, we have
modified the caption of Fig. 2:” The retrieved values of LWP and IWP for the observed
cloudy period defined in section 2.2 and up to the height of the model domains are
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shown as 25th, 50th (median) and 75th percentiles.”

Line 196: “The concentrations are chosen to cover typical aerosol size distributions
often encountered in the summertime high Arctic (Heintzenberg and Leck, 2012; Leck
and Svensson, 2015).” – for both, accumulation and Aitken mode aerosols?Âă

Yes, for both accumulation and Aitken mode aerosols. The cited studies show the
aerosol size distributions in the high Arctic, i.e. include both modes.

Line 197: Better use “assumed” rather than “considered”?Âă

“considered” has been changed with “defined”.

Line 200: As you performed quite a large set of simulations, if would be helpful for the
reader to have an additional table including all simulations and the varying type/number
of aerosol and model that could be referred to here. Also simulation AC20_AK20 could
be clearly marked as baseline or control simulation.Âă

We also thought that a table was a good idea, however, once we made it we did not
think it was particularly useful (we have included it as a supplement, just FYI). There-
fore, it is not included in the new version of the manuscript.

Line 203: “fluxes were small” – how small (please be specific)? Is a prescribed flux of
zero justified?Âă

The observed fluxes were usually smaller than 5 W m-2 during the ASCOS ice drift
period with probability peaks around zero (Tjernström et al., 2012). Previous modelling
studies simulating the ASCOS case (e.g., Stevens et al., 2018) have also used zero
surface fluxes. We have added this explanation in the new version of the manuscript.

Same line: Is the choice of 0.844 for surface albedo arbitrary or is there a reference?Âă

We have now added “(cf. Sedlar et al., 2011)” as the reference for the surface albedo
value.
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Same paragraph: Was there large-scale advection? And how was the roughness
length defined? Also I assume the surface condition was set to sea ice? Please add
these information to the simulation setup.

There is no large-scale advection and it is now stated in the manuscript. The informa-
tion about the roughness length and sea-ice surface conditions have also been added.
Âă Line 210: Based on what conditions was a spin-up of 2 h chosen?Âă

We consider that after 2h a stable cloud is developed. The information has now been
added: “The first 2 h are assumed to be a spin-up period and is therefore excluded
from the figures and analysis. After the spin-up period, the cloud layer is stable in the
baseline simulations”.

Line 229: Why were these simulations only performed with MIMICA?Âă

These simulations have now been done also with RAMS. The results are included in
the new version of the manuscript (Subsect. 3.3.1, Figures 11 and 12).

Line 232: “relatively ice-free” An ice crystal number concentration of 0 L-1 is completely
ice free, not only relatively ice-free. I would remove “relatively”.Âă

We agree, “relatively” has been removed.

Results:Âă

Figure 1: As mentioned above, it looks like you are comparing the temporal evolution of
the modeled clouds with an observed temporal snapshot (if this is the case). It would be
helpful to have more information about the observations (also how are the percentiles
derived, are the observations constant in time?) in the text and the Figure caption.
Also it would be interesting to know, if the models and the observations cover the same
vertical range of the cloud (if these information are available from the observations).
You could consider changing the layout of this figure to height on the y-axis and cloud
liquid water and ice content over height on the x-axis.
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We have changed the figure caption to: “. . . The retrieved values of LWP and IWP for
the observed cloudy period defined in section 2.2 and up to the height of the model
domains are shown as 25th, 50th (median) and 75th percentiles. . . ” For more details,
please see our reply to the comment line 173. Âă Line 255: It looks to me that RAMS
has a higher autoconversion, as also qr is higher (as shown in Figure 2). If this is
indeed the case, maybe mention autoconversion as an additional point.Âă

The figure shows qr profiles for the baseline simulation only and indicates slightly more
rain in RAMS just below the cloud. The cloud qr values are quite similar among the
baseline cases simulated by the two models. This is now explicitly stated: “Rain mixing
ratios are similar for the two models (Fig. 3c and 3d), but RAMS produces slightly
more rain below the cloud.”. Moreover, looking at the figure A4 where the qr profiles
are presented for all cases we can conclude that there is in general more rain in the
cloud in MIMICA than in RAMS. This is especially noticeable when comparing the
cases with low accumulation mode particles where RAMS does not produce a stable
cloud. MIMICA simulates a thicker cloud in all cases comparing to RAMS, with more
turbulence (now added as Figure A6) and more liquid in general, as a consequence of
2-3x higher cooling rates at the top of the cloud (as is stated in the manuscript).

Line 259: Could another reason be the inclusion of hail in RAMS? Does hail maybe
increase surface precipitation, which then reduces the overall LWP and IWP in RAMS?
Have you tried to switch hail off?Âă

The surface precipitation is in general higher in MIMICA than in RAMS, which agrees
with higher cloud qr values produced by MIMICA (the surface precipitation figure is
now included in the manuscript, Figure A7). We have also checked the individual
contribution from rain, ice and hail to the surface precipitation in RAMS (not shown).
The contribution from hail is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the one from rain and
1 order of magnitude smaller than the one from ice; thus the inclusion of hail in RAMS
does not change the overall conclusions. This is now discussed in the manuscript.
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Line 265: Is it possible that the additional rain formation in RAMS stabilizes the cloud
and prevents a continuous cloud top rise as seen in MIMICA?Âă

As we pointed out above, the cases in MIMICA generally have more rain within the
cloud and more surface precipitation than the ones in RAMS (Figure A4, as well as
added Fig. A7). Based on all analyses we have performed we think that the thicker
clouds in MIMICA (with rising cloud tops, stronger turbulence and more liquid in gen-
eral) are most likely the consequence of the different cloud top cooling rates produced
by the two models.

Line 266: Where do these peaks in qi come from? I would expect to see corresponding
peaks for example in the radiative cooling rate, which would hint towards enhanced
growth by deposition at certain times, but I cannot find any evidence there.Âă

The peaks in total ice mixing ratio in MIMICA come from different collection rates of
rain by graupel that arise with time (now added as Figure A8). The change in collection
rates with time is a consequence of peaks in updrafts and downdrafts (the same applies
for all cases, figures are shown for the baseline simulation only (Figure A8)). This has
been also added in the new version of the manuscript: “Both models also simulate
similar values of total ice mixing ratios, although MIMICA produces a few stronger
vertical bands after 6 h of simulation (Fig. 3e and 3f). This type of pronounced bands
is a result of strong collection rates of rain drops by graupel, which appear at different
times due to different temporal distributions of updrafts and downdrafts (Figure A8).”.

Line 270: Entrainment can also lead to drying (Ackermann et al., 2004) - was there
a moist layer present in the observations? Maybe it would be good to show the initial
profiles as measured by the radiosonde to see the temperature and specific humidity
(or total moisture) vertical distributions?ÂăAlso is looks like there is enhanced evapo-
ration of cloud droplets just above cloud top (Figure 3a,b), which would hint towards a
drier layer overlying the cloud? In this case entrainment would rather dry than moisten
the cloud.Âă
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We agree that the entrainment may also lead to drying depending on the humidity
above the cloud. Stratocumulus-topped boundary layers in the high Arctic are usu-
ally capped by both temperature and humidity inversions leading to the entrainment of
moist air into the boundary layers. This was stated in the introduction in the previous
version. However, we agree with the reviewer that we could point out more clearly that
this also applies to our simulations. We have included a figure with the radiosonde ob-
servations of absolute temperature, potential temperature and specific humidity (Figure
1) where both the temperature and humidity inversions can be observed. The sentence
has also been changed to: “The reason is most likely the higher entrainment rates at
cloud top in MIMICA (not shown) that bring more water vapor into the cloud from the
moist air that is present across the humidity inversion, which caps the cloud-topped
boundary layer (Figure 1c).” There is indeed a thin layer of cloud droplet evaporation
just above the cloud. However, based on entrainment rates and the humidity profiles
(both observed and simulated) we expect positive vapor flux into the cloud layer.

Line 278: Is the correlation of condensation with updrafts shown anywhere? Or is this
a general statement? In the latter case please add a reference.Âă

This conclusion was drawn from an analysis of the RAMS results and it is thus not a
general statement. We have clarified this by adding “(not shown)”.

Figure 3: Please consider changing the colorscale. I understand that smaller values in
MIMICA have to be represented, but for example in Figure 3d or f I cannot see the total
magnitude at all.Âă

This has been changed, we have now added a colorscale for each plot.

Line 329: “thins” rather than “shrinks”Âă

We have changed “shrinks” with “thins”.

Line 334 and Figures 5 and A2: Is this the cooling or the heating rate (such that neg.
values indicate a cooling as in Brooks et al. (2017) which is what I assume following
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your arguments)? Also the differing colorscales are very confusing, especially since
the numbers are very small and an additional zero can easily been overseen. Please
consider changing the units to K/h or K/d and try to keep the colorscales the same. As
the cloud top is essential for the analysis, it might be worth zooming into the cloud top
to better resolve the magnitude of the cooling there. You could also add cloud top such
as shown in Figure A3 within Figure 5, so the reader can easily identify cooling at the
cloud top.Âă

Yes, the figures represent the heating and not the cooling rates. This was a mistake.
We thank the reviewer for all suggestions regarding these figures, they have now been
changed accordingly (now Fig. 6 and A2).

Line 337: In line 253 you say that stronger radiative cooling rates in MIMICA produce
a higher LWP, while here you state that the higher qc leads to stronger cooling in
MIMICA. Of course it’s a feedback where high LWP changes the cloud emissivity, which
in turn increases longwave cooling which thenÂăagain favors enhanced turbulence
and condensation. However, above a certain threshold of approximately 40 g m-2 the
sensitivity of longwave cooling to LWP becomes small (e.g. Garret and Zhao, 2006)
which is why I assume you point out the difference in cloud top liquid water here. Please
be more specific in your line of argumentation of the qc/cloud top cooling feedback and
also refer to other studies of Arctic mixed-phase clouds which have investigated this
correlation as well.Âă

We agree with this point. We do not consider that the difference in the radiative cooling
rates between the two models arise from this feedback, it is simply a consequence of
the different radiation schemes that the models use. The additional tests we performed
and presented in the Appendix support this conclusion. In the new manuscript version,
we have explicitly written that the discrepancy in cloud top cooling does not arise from
the correlation between LWP and cloud top emissivity and we have cited Garret and
Zhao (2006). “For the baseline case, both models simulate a relatively thick cloud (LWP
> 40 g m-2), which indicates that the differences in the cloud top cooling rates between
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MIMICA and RAMS do not arise from the difference in simulated LWP (cf., Garrett and
Zhao, 2006).” is now added.

Line 343: Not only the entrainment of moist air, but also the increase in vertical motions
as a result of more turbulence can favor condensation and maintain cloud liquid (Shupe
et al., 2008).Âă

This sentence has been removed from the new version for other reasons, but we do
agree with this point.

Line 347: As mentioned in my point 3, does maybe the different vertical resolution also
play a role here as well?Âă

Please see our reply to point 3.

Figure 4: It looks like the high end of the colorscale is never reached, thus consider
adjusting it. Âă This has been adjusted.

Line 380: I see a very strong signal of Aitken mode particles for low number concen-
trations of accumulation mode particles, which underlines the main message of the
manuscript (cloud maintenance for 6 h). Why do you say there no clear trend?Âă

We do think there is an influence of Aitken mode particles in all cases in both models as
it was stated in the first sentence of the paragraph:” Figure 6 shows that adding Aitken
mode particles generally increases the amount of cloud droplet water in both models,
i.e. the particles serve as CCN and allow formation of additional cloud droplets.”. The
student t-test confirms it. What we wanted to say is that there is no clear trend in the
Aitken mode influence between the RAMS cases with different (and low) accumulation
mode concentration, i.e. that is not clear whether the Aitken particles are more im-
portant for the cases with acc=0 cm-3, acc=3cm-3 or acc=5 cm-3. We agree with the
reviewer that the sentence was confusing. Moreover, we now think the figure shows
that the influence of Aitken mode particles in RAMS generally also becomes less pro-
nounced as the accumulation mode concentration increases (as it is in MIMICA). This
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is now changed in the manuscript:” In both models the influence of smaller particles
on cloud droplet mixing ratio thus generally decreases with increasing accumulation
mode concentration (Fig. 7). Nevertheless, the differences in cloud droplet mixing ra-
tio are statistically significantÂăfor all pairs of different Aitken mode concentrations in
both models, except for the MIMICA pair AC20_AK200 and AC20_AK20 (according to
a student t-test with a 95 % confidence level on the time averages in the cloud layer).
In other words, both models show that Aitken mode particles have a significant impact
on the cloud droplet mixing ratio, at least up to 20 cm-3 of accumulation mode particles
in RAMS and at least up to 10 cm-3 in MIMICA.”.

Line 387: Here you say there is a significant impact, while above you write there is
no clear trend (see my previous comment). I would agree with this statement and
emphasize it more, as it is one of the main messages of the manuscript.Âă

Please see our reply above.

Line 410: why do more Aitken mode particles lead to more turbulence? Because of
more latent heat release through condensation? If this is the case, please clearly state
it. However, the updrafts for low accumulation mode and different Aitken mode particles
look very similar, but this could be due to temporal averaging I assume.Âă

In the previous version this statement was written as a possible explanation: ”Despite
the higher number of cloud droplets, an increase in the Aitken mode particle concentra-
tion may lead to stronger turbulence”. In the new version, we have added a figure with
the cloud-averaged time-mean TKE values (Fig. A6). The figure shows that there is
indeed more turbulence in the cases with increased number of Aitken mode particles.

Line 415/Figure A9: I assume Figure A9 shows spatial and temporal statistics? In
this case I cannot see a temporal evolution in the updrafts that would determine the
temporal evolution of rain. Please make this argument clearer.Âă

Yes, the statistics were done based on a 20min period for all supersaturated grid boxes
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in the model domains. We do realize the time variability in updrafts could not been
seen from the figure. We refer now to another figure, which has been added in the new
version (Fig. A8).

Line 418: Previous studies have also shown an impact of CCN on cloud ice and in-
creased LW cooling of CCN-perturbed clouds has been identified as driving force for in-
creased immersion freezing and growth by deposition (Possner et al., 2017, Solomon et
al., 2018, Eirund et al., 2019). As the ice crystal number concentrations is fixed, immer-
sion freezing does not play a role here, but I would suspect that LW cooling does also
impact growth by deposition and thus qi. This might be worth exploring/mentioning.Âă

We agree with the reviewer. We have now explained the relationship between in-
creased LW cooling and the influence of CCN on ice: “The influence of Aitken mode
particles on ice is in general larger in MIMICA than in RAMS consistent with the
stronger cloud top cooling rates simulated by MIMICA that favors the ice formation
through immersion freezing and growth by vapor deposition when the number of CCN
increases (Possner et al. 2017; Solomon et al., 2018; Eirund et al., 2019).”.

Line 426: This is an interesting finding. The effect of CCN changes for different back-
ground ice crystal number concentrations/INP concentrations has been studied previ-
ously (Stevens et al., 2018, Possner et al., 2017). There, also a smaller CCN impact
was found for higher ice crystal number concentrations /INPs, which would agree with
your findings and might be worth mentioning.Âă

This has been added now: “This result agrees well with previous studies that have
investigated the influence of CCN in mixed-phase clouds with different background
INP or ice crystal concentrations (e.g., Possner et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2018).”.

Supersaturation statistics:Âă

Line 487: Why did you choose a 20 min interval around 6 h of simulation time? From
Figure 6 it looks like strongest signals in qc are either in the beginning or towards the
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end of the simulations (in RAMS); is your choice of time period linked to any criteria?Âă

In the RAMS cases with low accumulation mode concentrations (acc=0,3,5 cm-3), the
signals are stronger at the beginning than towards the end due to the cloud dissipation
after 6h. However, we consider that 6h, as the middle of the simulation period, can be
more representative for the statistics than some earlier times. If we chose a time to-
wards the end of the simulation then there would not be a cloud in the all RAMS cases.
The period of 20min is chosen to cover data variability and thus be more representative
for the statistics than the output from one time step.

Line 515: Again, previous studies have also shown an increase in cloud-top radiative
cooling in seeded clouds (see my previous comment). Please cite previous studies
accordingly.Âă

We have now cited previous studies.

Qualitative comparison of model results with observational data for the High Arctic:Âă

Line 338/Section 5: This section is very interesting and gives the authors the opportu-
nity to make statements about the relevance of their work in a broader scope. However,
this section is relatively short in my opinion and could be expanded. Especially, it would
be interesting to know when/where is including Aitken mode particles important and
should be considered in modeling studies? Also the authors could expand section 5 to
a general discussion of the results and could compare their findings to previous work
which investigated the response of Arctic cloud to varying CCN concentrations.Âă

We have extended this section to a general discussion and made two subsections,
5.1 Qualitative comparison of model results with observational data for the High Arctic
and 5.2. General importance of Aitken mode particles for low-level mixed-phase cloud
properties. In the later one, we have discussed the spatial and seasonal importance of
smaller particles.

Summary and conclusions:Âă
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Line 580: “Aitken mode aerosols have a significant impact on the cloud droplet amount”
- All Figures show differences in mixing rations, not number concentrations (hence
cloud droplets could also be larger, not necessarily more numerous). Did I miss some-
thing or should this be “cloud liquid water”? I agree that the increase in qc most likely
results from an increase in Ndrop, but this has not been shown, as far as I can see.Âă

We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. We have now changed it.

Line 582: Again “higher number of cloud droplets”, same comment as above.Âă

It is changed.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://acp.copernicus.org/preprints/acp-2020-665/acp-2020-665-AC1-supplement.pdf

Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-2020-665,
2020.
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Fig. 1. Table with simulation setup
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